The unique behaviours of drivers have many emerging applications. These include the personalization of automated/selfdriving vehicles so the owners are more comfortable with them, and the identification of changing driving behaviours that may be associated with aging or disease. This paper explores measures of driving behaviours that might allow for the differentiation of drivers based on their individual driving characteristics. An emerging challenge within longitudinal studies of drivers is to distinguish between different drivers of a shared vehicle. It also has application in the insurance industry where insurance risk and associated owner premium depends on the diversity or lack thereof of drivers for a vehicle such as a vehicle driven/never driven by secondary drivers that have higher risk driving behaviours. In this paper, a big data set of driving data for 14 older drivers is analyzed -a single year of data includes over 250,000 km and almost 5000 hours of driving for the 14 drivers. A set of 162 trip level calculated features are analyzed to determine their ability to be used to distinguish between two drivers of a vehicle. The results show that features based on road choice and driver chosen velocity provide the best performance individually and in feature pairs with 2 features providing error rates less than 5% for some driver pairs. The set of features that provided the best performance differed for each driver pair and was found to include features from measures of a driver's road choice, velocity and velocity ratio in addition to the features measuring trip similarity to two phase acceleration and deceleration relationships for the driver. The best error rate obtained was 1.5% for a driver pair. On the other hand, the results suggest that a number of features and feature groups do not allow for older driver differentiation. For instance, overnight driving and high rates of acceleration are not sufficiently exhibited by these drivers to be useful.
INTRODUCTION
This paper explores measures of driving behaviours to indicate driver unique behaviours, expanding on previous work on measures of acceleration behaviours [1] . The work specifically explores the performance of features measured for trips to be indicative of a driver's behaviour, allowing drivers to be differentiated. The emergence of low cost sensor and recording technology now allows long term longitudinal studies of drivers [2] [3] [4] , to understand the individual behaviours of the drivers and how these behaviours may change. In the case of the Candrive Study data [2] [3] used for this work, the sensors were deployed in participant vehicles for up to 7 years resulting in a big data set of almost 1TB that can be studied to understand older driver driving behaviours.
There are many applications for the long term study of drivers, including the study of older drivers and the impacts of aging on driving ability or choices [2] [3] [4] [5] . Changes in driving may be due to reduced driving performance because of the effects of age and illness, or drivers mitigating declines by avoiding higher risk driving conditions such as night or high speed driving. Fleet management applications for commercial vehicles [6 -8] include analytics to lead to higher efficiency or route optimization in taxis and logistics fleets. Analysis to understand driver risk behaviours [9] has applications within the insurance industry [10] , where drivers with lower risk behaviours can receive a reduced premium.
Analysis of vehicle sensor data can also improve traffic modeling [11, 12] , that can be used for better fleet routing and also for improved consumer navigation services [13] . In addition, the analysis of an individual's driving behaviours [14, 15] has applications to emerging digital road and automated/self-driving systems, where more personalization of the behaviour of the automated system leads to improved user acceptance [16, 17] .
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Previous analysis has identified a number of measures of specific driver behaviours including choice of road, trip length and trip duration [18] . A focused study of acceleration [19] for drivers with stable general, physical and cognitive health [20] that are sole drivers of their vehicles showed drivers have differing acceleration and deceleration behaviors [1, 21, 22] . This paper explores the trip level calculated features individually and in combination for their ability to allow two different drivers to be distinguished. Linear Discriminant Analysts (LDA), [23] which is an application of the Fischer technique for classification, is used to evaluate the features for their classification performance.
METHOD AND RESULTS
The Candrive study data collection protocol and sensor system [2, 3, 5] includes an in-vehicle 1 Hz sensor system that connects to a Global Positioning System (GPS) antennae to collect longitude, latitude, date, time and velocity information, and to the On Board Diagnostics II (OBDII) port on the engine computer for access to engine and dashboard parameters such as inertial (dashboard) velocity and accelerator pedal position. In addition the OBDII connection provides power to the sensor system. The processing to ready the data for analysis [24] included techniques required to validate, anonymize and augment the data with additional information such as posted speed limit from geographic information systems.
CANDRIVE DATA AND DRIVERS
The Candrive study [2] of older drivers provides a big data set of driving data that provides unique research opportunities. For this work, driving was analyzed leading to features measuring behaviours of specific individual drivers. To evaluate their ability to differentiate drivers, all Ottawa drivers were chosen [20] that were sole drivers of their vehicle and also exhibited stable general, physical and cognitive health over their first year in the study. This latter requirement controls for any effect changes in these factors may have on their behaviours. Ensuring all drivers are from the same location reduces any effect of differing locales for day to day driving. The sole driver attribute allows gold standard shared vehicles to be created through combinations of the drivers.
The size of the year 1 driving data for the resulting set of 14 drivers is summarized in Table I . All were active drivers providing a big data set for analysis with over 250,000 km and almost 5000 hours of driving data.
TRIP FEATURES MEASURED
Each trip driven, where a trip is defined as vehicle being turned on through to being shut off, was analyzed for a number of trip level features. The list of features is shown in Table II and includes a set of 162 features. The "Time of Trip" feature measured the time of day driving patterns of drivers. This includes the tendency a driver has to make trips at similar times of day, and measures of the percentage of a trip that occurs in each of the 24 hours of the day and also for each of the days of the week [18] . Drivers may also adjust their driving patterns based on other influences, such as avoiding high traffic that occurs at rush hour [22] or avoiding driving when it is dark [24] . The northern latitude location of Ottawa results in a large variation of the solar day over the year. Drivers may also have unique behaviors in their choice of roads, such as having preference for or choosing to avoid some types of road [18] . As an example, a driver may choose to not drive on expressways or highways. The percentage of each trip taken on roads of various types was measured. The following road types were used: city street, highway, expressway and low speed zones (such as a school zone) by leveraging GIS map [24] augmentation of the data set.
A key aspect of driver choice is the actual speed at which they choose to drive, and the rate at which they choose to accelerate and decelerate. This leads to a number of measures including those based on actual velocity and velocity relative to posted speed limit. Features have been measured for the percentage of the trip velocity within 10km/hr [18] wide bins and also velocity relative to posted limit in 10% of posted limit wide bins with allowance for driving over the posted limit. Acceleration and jerk (rate of change of acceleration) is measured with features for both the maximum and minimum (largest negative) value in addition to percentage time across a set of histogram bins. The 14 drivers allowed 91 gold standard pairs of drivers to be formed through use of all combinations of two drivers from the 14. Each of these driver pairs is an independent case with this work focusing on performance of individual features and feature subsets across all driver pairs and not identification of unique features or feature subsets to distinguish a specific driver pair.
TWO PHASE ACCELERATION / DECELERATION FEATURES
The 1Hz GPS velocity information captured by the Candrive sensor allows for acceleration to be derived using the central two-point difference equation [19] Acceleration and deceleration events are defined by equations 2 and 3 respectively. This defines these events as a continuous set of measures with a total velocity change of 4 km/hr or more while ensuring that events that contain sample gaps are split or discarded. Small velocity changes are discarded as these will provide little insight into a driver's preferences. Data analytics signal processing techniques were then applied to each event to measure and capture a number of features describing the event as summarized in Table III Table IV summarizes the number of acceleration and deceleration events that were identified for each of the 14 drivers in each of their first 2 years in the study. The big data attributes of these acceleration and deceleration events are demonstrated by the number of events identified within a year as the drivers demonstrated an average of between 16 and 26 deceleration events/trip and between 17 and 28 acceleration events with a mean of 21 events in both cases. This large and rich set of events provides a data set that can be explored to identify the behaviours of the drivers for patterns and driver unique attributes.
The identified events for each driver were analyzed and contrasted against various features to identify patterns within the data. One visualization of the data segmented the events based on the size of the acceleration (total velocity gain) in 2 km/hr bins. Figures 1 and 2 show examples of this visualization where histograms of the mean and maximum acceleration values within the acceleration events for each of the velocity change bins is presented. The resulting surface shows the mean and maximum accelerations chosen by the driver compared with the size of the total velocity change. Both of the figures indicate a similar pattern where there is a ridge line in the driver behaviour for the histogram peak that initially increases with the size of the velocity change and then slows for larger velocity change values. A driver's choice in acceleration behaviour will be influenced by their personal preferences and also by surrounding traffic that may limit their rate of acceleration. It is likely that larger velocity changes would be less influenced by other drivers while small changes would include many events that occur within the ebb and flow of traffic.
The Matlab fit function for a Gaussian distribution was applied to each of the histograms to provide measures of the mean and standard deviation of the resulting distributions. The identified mean for the Gaussian distribution indicates an estimate of the ridge line for the driver and the resulting relationships for the example driver are shown in Figure 3 .
Deceleration [21] and acceleration events provide a potential measure of a driver's behaviour as the other 13 drivers also showed similar characteristic ridge lines with Figure 4 showing the mean and maximum lines found for 4 example drivers from the set of 14. This shows that although some drivers have similar relationships, there are differences that make them unique.
The two phase relationships were used to provide a set of measures for the similarity of a trip to each of the driver's typical behaviour and each of the other drivers. This was measured through calculation of the correlation of the features a trip's acceleration and deceleration events with the two phase relationship for each of the drivers. Within a given trip, the number of events can be highly varied, as typically shorter duration trips will have fewer events but also extremely long duration trips can also have a relatively low number of events if they include long periods of highway driving.
SINGLE FEATURE PERFORMANCE
The 14 selected drivers provide a set of 91 gold standard cases that can be used to analyze feature performance as the trips for two drivers can be combined to create a "shared" vehicle where the actual driver for every trip is known. Given the large number of trips driven by the 14 drivers within the year as shown in Table I , thousands of trips were available for training and testing. A train and test method was applied where a subset of the data was used for training and the balance for testing. The available data for each case were divided randomly into 10 groups containing 10% of the trips each. This allowed for the train and test to be repeated 10 times where 90% of the data was used for training and each of the 10% groups used for testing. The performance presented is based on the average for the 10 models.
A number of features provided no classification value at all, but this was expected as these features measured driving attributes that were atypical of the older drivers in the sample. A feature that failed for all driver pairs was middle of the night driving between 1am and 5am, while late night (10pm-1am) and early morning (5am-8am) failed for some driver pairs. Similarly driving at dawn based on the sunrise time failed for some driver pairs. Older drivers typically do not drive during these times of day and hence the features contained minimal information.
Night driving due to the early winter sunset in Ottawa did contain enough information for each driver to provide some classification value. Other features that failed in some or all cases included the highest and lowest bins for acceleration and jerk, especially large positive values as these balanced histograms were designed to span the values observed in the drivers and some drivers again did not exhibit behaviors at the extremes. The imbalance in the acceleration and jerk values is expected as hard braking is a more frequent event than matching levels of hard acceleration. The result, up to 22 of the features provided no distinguishing value in some or all of the driver pairs.
The feature group that provided the best overall performance with error rates as low as 3.4% for one driver pair was road type choice as measured through posted speed limit information. Although these provided strong classification performance for some driver pairs, the average error performance for these features individually across all 91 pairs was 30-43% with worst case error rates of over 50%.
Another feature group that shows low error rates performance for some pairs is the velocity ratio. This group had best errors rates for some driver pairs between 5 and 16%, while again having an average error rate performance between 30-40%, and worst case error performance over 50%. No other feature group exhibited best error performances better than 10%, although many provided error rates between 10 and 25% for best cases. The summary in Table VI shows the number of features providing various levels of best performance. (N= 25261 events). These results lead to the conclusion that there is no one feature that can be used alone to distinguish every driver pair and that combinations of features are likely going to be required to achieve the best performance.
FEATURE PAIR PERFORMANCE
To further explore the classification potential of the features, LDA classification models similar to the single feature models in the previous section were run for all pairs of features across all 91 driver pairs.
The computation for this research case required careful design given the large data sets being analyzed and the large number of cases under consideration. With 162 features, there are 13,041 unique pairs of features that need to be evaluated for each of the 91 driver pairs using the same 10 repetitions of the 90% train, 10% test models. This leads to >11.8M cases to be computed. Computation on an Intel i7-4770 @3.4Ghz processor was estimated at ~1 year for serial execution of the cases. The independence of the cases allowed the task to be easily spread across a cluster machine greatly reducing computation time.
The results for the 2 feature classifiers are presented in Figures 5 through 7 for each of the feature pairs. The diagonal line on the plots can be ignored as this indicates results for both features being the same which is invalid. Figure 5 shows the best performance from a 2 feature classifier and a number of attributes can be observed. In these plots, all features are presented including those that provided minimal single feature classification ability. In all three figures, the set of yellow lines shows features that failed to provide any classification and match with the features that failed in the 1 feature cases presented previously. Figure 5 shows the best performance from a 2 feature classifier and the darker blue bands show the features bands that provide the best classification performance. Again, these bands align with the features groups that provided best single feature performance, namely velocity ratios and road choice. Figure 6 shows the worst performance for each feature pair and the lack of any dark blue indicates that no feature pair provides good performance across all driver pairs. Figure 7 shows the mean performance for the feature pairs and this also shows that no feature pair provides strong performance across all driver pairs. Table VII summarizes the results for the 91 driver pairs showing the ability for an adaptive number of features beyond two to distinguish drivers. The best performance observed has 1.5% error rate across year 1 trips. The poorest performance was an error rate of over 22.0% with a mean of just over 8.6%. One impact on the performance for trips with more acceleration and deceleration events was analyzed by looking at trips wth greater than 5 events as compared to the subset of these trips that had greater than 10 events. Trips with more events are likely longer in duration and will also provide better sample sets as measured against the two-phase behaviour models for the drivers. Performance improved for the set of trips with a larger number of events.
FEATURE SET PERFORMANCE
The set of features that provided the best performance for each of the driver pairs was different but they consistently included features from the groups that measured road choice, velocity and velocity ratio in addition to the features measuring trip similarity to the two phase acceleration and deceleration relationships for the drivers. 
DISCUSSION
This paper uses big data analytics on a large dataset that contains a full year of driving by 14 drivers, and shows that trip level big data analytics techniques can be used to create a set of features for each trip. It specifically evaluates the performance of these trip level driving behaviour features in their ability to to differentiate between drivers.
The paper shows that features related to overnight driving and extremely high levels of acceleration have no value in the differentiation of the older drivers studied, as there are not enough of these events. However, these features may be of value in other driver agegroups or segments where these behaviours are more prevalent.
The paper shows that features related to road type choice and velocity, including velocity relative to posted limit, provide the best performance individually and when paired with other features. In the study of 14 sole drivers it was shown that combinations of features allowed on average 91.4% of the trips driven within a driver pair to have the driver identified correctly, with a best performance of 98.5%. It was also shown that the performance improved when trips with lower numbers of deceleration and acceleration events were excluded as would be expected since trips with few acceleration events would typically be shorter in duration reducing the opportunities for distintinctive driver bahaviours to be exhibited.
The features that have been identified that distinguish drivers are all features that measure a drivers behaviour and hence choice while driving. Drivers choose the road types they prefer to use such as a choice to avoid or preferencial choose highways. Drivers behaviours will also influence their tendancy to drive at, above or below the speed limts and also their preference for acceleration and deceleration such as more aggressive and faster accelerations/decelerations instead of slower changes in velocity.
This work is applicable to longitudinal driving studies where the identity of the driver of a vehicle has to be validated, such as a vehicle shared by spouses. It can also be applied to insurance industry applications where the risks associated with a insuring a vehicle. Insurance industry premium discounts or price increases depend on the crash risks associated with a vehicle which will depend on the number of distinct drivers and espscially on their differing behaviours, such as aggressive driving or avoidance of higher risk driving situations.
The paper demonstrates processing using big data analytics on a large data set of driver data. Using event classification and signal processing techniques, it measures features of events to create a large set of events for a given individual that can then be summarized into a simple two phase relationship that provides a measure of a driver's individual driving behaviours. 
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